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This work describes a simple, sensible, and low-cost analytical method, based on cloud-point extraction (CPE) of the surfactant 
(1,1,3,3-Tetramethylbutyl)phenyl-polyethylene glycol (Triton X-114), for the efficient extraction and sensible determination of 
gadolinium after its complexation with 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol (PAN) and subsequent determination by ultraviolet-visible 
molecular absorption spectrophotometry at the wavelength of 556 nm. Full two-level and Doehlert experimental designs were applied 
to investigate and optimize the variables (pH, complexing concentration, and TX-114 concentration) involved in the extraction 
efficiency of Gd3+. The CPE was satisfactory for the determination of gadolinium with limits of detection (LoD) and quantification 
(LoQ) of 1.0 and 3.2 µg L-1, respectively, as well as an enrichment factor of 9.4. Accuracy was confirmed by spike tests with recovery 
values between 98.4 and 78.3%. The precision was expressed as relative standard deviation (%RSD, n =3), being found: 2.3% 
(10 µg L-1) and 2.7% (100 µg L-1). The proposed analytical method is suitable for the determination of Gd in tap water and contrast 
agent solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Gadolinium (Gd) is commonly used in magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) aiming to improve the visibility of internal structural 
abnormalities and lesions. Although Gd is highly toxic in vivo, its 
toxicity is diminished by chelation with other molecules in the contrast 
agent solution and it is excreted by the urine.1–3 However, patients with 
severe renal dysfunction may develop nephrogenic systemic fibrosis 
(NSF), which may be induced by the deposition of free gadolinium 
ions in tissues and organs.1,4,5 

Contrast enhancement in magnetic resonance imaging (CE-
MRI) has been used in more than 300 million procedures performed 
until 2016.6 Currently, of the 60 million MRI procedures conducted 
annually worldwide, about one-third uses contrast-enhancing agents, 
mostly containing the element gadolinium.7 Hence, there is a large 
input of gadolinium into the environment, when compared to the 
other rare earth elements, resulting from the frequent application of 
contrast agents.2,8

Gadolinium can be determined using techniques such as 
inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP 
OES),9 inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).1,10,11 
Since these are expensive and complex, it is important to develop rapid 
and inexpensive techniques for the monitoring and determination 
of Gd in different matrices. Some ultraviolet and visible molecular 
absorption spectrometry (UV-Vis)12-15 is also found as method in the 
literature. 

Determination of trace elements in complex matrices is always 
challenging in analytical chemistry. Separation and preconcentration 
procedures are important in analytical chemistry, because these 
procedures not only eliminate or minimize matrix effects and 

concomitants originally present, but also enable the preconcentration 
of the analytes and their determination at very low concentration 
levels (µg L-1 or ng L-1).16,17

The use of cloud point extraction (CPE) is an attractive alternative to 
conventional extraction and preconcentration procedures since aqueous 
solutions are used in the CPE method, instead of toxic and flammable 
organic solvents, thus providing many advantages over traditional 
liquid-liquid extraction (LLE).16-18 This procedure is based on the cloud 
point of a surfactant in solution, that is, the temperature at which the 
solution forms two phases due to the formation of micelles.19,20 

In some cases, the use of safe surfactants at cloud point can 
be employed instead of traditional solvents, causing CPE to be an 
advantageous alternative to LLE.16 Triton X-114 (polyethylene 
glycol tert-octylphenyl ether) is a nonionic surfactant widely applied 
for this purpose, due to its low cloud point temperature and high 
density of the surfactant-rich phase, as well as low cost, commercial 
availability, and lower toxicity.21 

Hence, CPE has been used in the determination of many trace 
contaminants, both organic and inorganic, such as phenol species,22 
copper,23 mercury,24 chromium,25 lead,26 cobalt, and nickel.27 
Gadolinium has been determined using a CPE method with the 
spectrophotometric determination of the Gd(III)-2-(3,5-dichloro-
2-pyridylazo)-5-dimethylaminophenol complex, after elimination 
of gadolinium-based pharmaceuticals in urine.3 However, it was 
necessary to use a cation exchange column and a chromatographic 
procedure to remove contaminants present in the urine. In a more 
recent paper, a CPE procedure, developed for the separation of 
Gd3+ from other f-block elements, is described. In this case, at 
optimum obtained conditions, the limit of detection and the limit 
of quantification were 0.03 and 0.11 μg L−1, respectively, for Gd 
determination by ICP OES.28

This work proposes a rapid and low-cost spectrophotometric 
method for the determination of Gd, employing CPE applied to tap 
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water and contrast agent, with no need of a cation exchange column 
and a chromatographic procedure to remove possible concomitants 
present in the sample. Despite the usage of a new complexing agent, 
the limit of quantification value was similar to those reported in the 
literature.3 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents and solutions

All reagents used were of analytical grade and were stored 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The gadolinium standard 
for atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS TraceCERT®, 1000 mg L-1 
Gd) was in a nitric acid solution medium. Gadolinium 100 mg L-1 
intermediate solution was prepared by dilution of the 1000 mg L-1 Gd 
stock solution (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). A solution containing 
a concentration of 27 mg L-1 of 1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol (PAN, 
Sigma Aldrich, São Paulo, Brazil) was prepared by measuring the 
mass of 2.7 mg and dissolving it in 100 mL of absolute ethanol 
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 

Tris buffer solution (0.125 mol L-1, pH ~ 8.0) was prepared 
by dissolution of 12.10 g of Tris–(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane 
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany), the addition of hydrochloric acid or 
sodium hydroxide to adjust pH, in deionized water to a final volume 
of 100 mL. Solution 1.0% m v-1 of Triton X-114 (polyethylene glycol 
tert-octylphenyl ether, Sigma Aldrich, São Paulo, Brazil) was prepared 
by dissolving 0.5 g in 50 mL with deionized water. 

The ammoniacal buffer solution (0.125 mol L-1, pH 8.0) 
containing 10% v v-1 acetone was prepared using 4.20 mL of a 
28% m m-1 ammonium hydroxide solution (Hexis, São Paulo, Brazil), 
with the addition of 50 mL of acetone (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) 
and hydrochloric acid to adjust the pH (8.0), to a final volume of 
500 mL in deionized water. A solution containing a concentration 
of 2.5 mol L-1 of potassium cyanide (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) 
was prepared by dissolving a mass of 7.76 g of the solid and filling 
up to 50 mL with deionized water.

Instrumental

Spectrophotometric measurements were performed using an 
ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) molecular absorption spectrophotometer 
(Model Genesys 10S, Thermo Scientific, Madison, USA), with 
wavelength scanning from 180 to 700 nm.

Cloud point extraction procedure

The solution containing gadolinium, in concentrations varying 
from 0.01 to 0.2 mg L-1, was treated with 2.5 mL of 27 mg L-1 
1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol (PAN) solution, in pH 8 with Tris 
buffer addition in a concentration of 0.125 mol L-1, chosen from 
pH study. After 5 min, 1.0 mL volume of 1.0% m v-1 Triton X-114 
solution (0.04% m v-1) was added and the 25 mL resulting solution 
was heated in a water bath (Model 22, Fisatom, Brazil) at 40 °C 
for 15 min, followed by 15 min centrifugation (Eppendorf 5810 R 
centrifuge, Brinkmann Instruments, Germany) at 1500 rpm. After 
that, it was kept in an ice bath for 15 min. The aqueous phase was 
poured off, and to the remaining micellar phase, it was added 2.5 mL 
of a pH 8 ammonia buffer solution, containing 10% v v-1 of acetone, 
before analysis, by molecular absorption spectrophotometry at 556 
nm wavelength. This pH 8 ammonia buffer solution was added for 
absorption spectrophotometry analysis since the complex is undone if 
water or ethanol is added before the analysis, becoming not possible to 
quantify the gadolinium. Also, acetone in the buffer helps to dissolve 

the complex. A previous test was performed and no effect on shift 
peak was observed.

Multivariate optimization of the cloud point extraction

A full 23 factorial design was used to study the significant variables 
and their interactions at a 95% confidence level. The variables chosen 
were the buffer, ligand, and surfactant concentrations. The maximum 
and minimum values were chosen according to previous experiments, 
with triplicate of the center point. After this, a Doehlert design was 
used to study the significant variables obtained from the factorial 
design. The simultaneous analysis was processed using the Statistica® 
software version 6.0 (StatSoft, Tulsa, USA).

Quality control and tap water samples 

For evaluation of accuracy and precision, tap water samples 
were collected and addition and recovery tests were performed for 
gadolinium concentrations at two levels: 10 µg L-1 and 100 µg L-1. 
For tap water analysis, a volume of 100 µL of potassium cyanide 
solution 2.5 mol L-1 was added to 25 mL of the sample (final 
concentration of 0.01 mol L-1 KCN) for masking foreign ions.29 
Other masking agents were also investigated, such as citrate ion and 
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), but they were not selective 
in masking only the interferences. The analysis was performed using 
the proposed analytical method with cloud point extraction to a final 
volume of 25 mL. The experiments were performed in triplicate.

Determination of gadolinium in contrast pharmaceuticals 

The gadolinium contrast agents (denoted “A” and “B”) were 
analyzed by the proposed analytical method, using 50 μL of each 
pharmaceutical. Since the gadolinium-based contrast pharmaceuticals 
were acquired in form of chelate complexes, the samples were 
digested by addition of 7 mL of nitric acid (HNO3, 65% m m-1, Merck, 
Darmstadt, Germany) and 3 mL of hydrogen peroxide (30% m m-1, 
Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 

The mixtures were heated at 150 °C for 2 hours in a closed 
digester block (Model TE007-A, TECNAL, São Paulo, Brazil) 
equipped with fifteen polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) flasks with lids, 
followed by the addition of deionized water, to the digested solution, 
up to 15 mL. An aliquot of 0.5 mL of the digested solution was used 
for Gd determination. In the following step, the CPE procedure 
described in the “Cloud point extraction procedure” Section was 
applied, resulting in a final volume of 25 mL. The experiments were 
performed in triplicate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of pH

In this work, colored complexes were obtained by the addition of a 
1-(2-pyridylazo)-2-naphthol (PAN) solution in an ethanolic medium to 
the solution containing gadolinium, with a variation of the pH. Firstly, 
experiments were performed to obtain more information about the 
ligand and its complex with gadolinium. For this, a solution containing 
3 mg L-1 of the ligand (PAN) was submitted to scanning molecular 
absorption spectrometry, followed by the addition of 0.98 mg L-1 of 
a solution of Gd3+. Initially, the tests were performed at pH 9 and 
then in the pH range from 7 up to 11 by the addition of buffers. The 
best condition was then selected for the subsequent experiments.

Figure 1a shows the absorption spectra for PAN and PAN-Gd at 
pH values of 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Higher absorption by the complex 
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was observed at the wavelength range from 530 to 600 nm, and the 
condition at the wavelength of 556 nm, in pH 8, was chosen for Gd 
determination. The solution of PAN is slightly acid and no complex 
with gadolinium is formed when the solutions were mixed. As 
expected, in the basic medium, the conjugate base of PAN is in higher 
concentration, making it possible for the ligand to act as a complexant. 
In solution at pH 7 (neutral solution) and pH 11 (higher value), no 
formation of the PAN-Gd complex was observed, and the profile of 
the spectra is very similar to the PAN spectrum. 

In all experiments, the micellar phase was treated with 2.5 mL of 
the ammonia buffer solution at pH 8, containing 10% v v-1 acetone, 
before analysis using molecular absorption spectrophotometry at 
wavelength 556 nm. Figure 1b shows the spectrum PAN-Gd at pH 8 
after the CPE procedure.

Multivariate optimization of the cloud point extraction

Cloud point extraction (CPE) depends on several factors such 
as complex formation and pH. These factors were established in 
preliminary experiments. Multivariate optimization was performed in 
two steps. Firstly, full 23 factorial design was applied to obtain initial 
information about the significant variables in the chemical system. 

In this step, a Gd concentration of 50 µg L-1 was employed and 
the concentrations of the evaluated factors were as follows: Tris buffer 
solution (0.05 – 0.20 mol L-1), Triton X-114 (0.01 – 0.05% m v-1), 
and PAN (1.0 – 3.0 mg L-1), for 25 mL of the resulting solution, as 
shown in Table 1. The obtained absorbance was used as the response 
(dependent variable) in the two-level factorial design. The Pareto 
chart (Figure 2) shows that the variables Triton X-114 and PAN 

concentrations were significant, with an increasing effect on the 
absorbance at higher concentrations. A new optimization was required 
to obtain the critical values for the CPE procedure. The Tris buffer 
concentration was not significant and was fixed at 0.125 mol L-1.

In the second step, the Triton X-114 and PAN concentrations were 
optimized using a Doehlert design to obtain the best condition for the 
spectrophotometric Gd determination after the CPE. The coded and 
real values for the studied variables are shown in Table 2.

Figure 3 shows the contour graph obtained using the Doehlert 
design. Evaluation of the fitting of the quadratic model to the 
experimental data was performed by analysis of variance (ANOVA), 

Figure 1. Absorbance spectra of PAN and PAN-Gd: (a) in pH range from 7 to 11; and (b) at pH 8 after CPE procedure

Table 1. Matrix of the full 23 factorial design with coded (in parentheses) and real values, and corresponding absorbances

Experiment Buffer Concentration 
(mol L-1)

Triton X-114 Concentration 
(% m v-1)

PAN Concentration 
(mg L-1)

Absorbance 
(at 556 nm)

1 (-1) 0.05 (-1) 0.01 (-1) 1.0 0.011

2 (+1) 0.20 (-1) 0.01 (-1) 1.0 0.008

3 (-1) 0.05 (+1) 0.05 (-1) 1.0 0.178

4 (+1) 0.20 (+1) 0.05 (-1) 1.0 0.171

5 (-1) 0.05 (-1) 0.01 (+1) 3.0 0.035

6 (+1) 0.20 (-1) 0.01 (+1) 3.0 0.033

7 (-1) 0.05 (+1) 0.05 (+1) 3.0 0.322

8 (+1) 0.20 (+1) 0.05 (+1) 3.0 0.261

9 (0) 0.125 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.279

10 (0) 0.125 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.296

11 (0) 0.125 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.265

Figure 2. Pareto chart for the two-level factorial design
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with a p-value of 0.85, confirming a satisfactory fit of the quadratic 
model (at 95% confidence level), as shown in Table 3. The critical real 
values were 2.7 mg L-1 and 0.04% m v-1 for PAN and Triton X-114 
concentrations, respectively, for a final volume of 25 mL. In all 
experiments, the micellar phase was treated with 2.5 mL of ammonia 
buffer solution, at pH 8.0, containing 10% v v-1 acetone, added 
before the analysis using molecular absorption spectrophotometry 
at wavelength 556 nm.

Linear regression analysis was used in determining the 
correlation between the predicted and experimental values. The 
linear equation was y = 0.952 (± 0.174)x + 0.010 (± 0.043), 
expressed as 95% confidence interval, and a correlation coefficient 
(r) of 0.9758, indicated strong correlation. Hence, there were no 

significant differences between the experimental values obtained 
using the Doehlert design, and the predicted values found using the 
mathematical model since the values of a, b, and r met the ideality 
requirements for a 95% confidence interval (a = 1, b = 0, and r = 
1).30 Figure 1S (see in Supplementary Material) shows the graph of 
observed and predicted values, as well as the correlation between 
them.

Determination of Gd after cloud point extraction

The enrichment factor for gadolinium determination by the 
spectrophotometric method, after cloud point extraction, was 
determined through the plotting of two analytical curves. The 
enrichment factor was calculated considering the ratio between the 
slopes of the analytical curves with preconcentration (ranging from 
0.01 up to 0.20 mg L-1, Abs = 2.624 (±0.036) L mg-1 - 0.002 (±0.004), 
r  = 0.9993) and without preconcentration (ranging from 0.98 up 
to 2.45 mg L-1, Abs = 0.286 (±0.012) L mg-1 + 0.0352 (±0.019), 
r  =  0.9965), resulting in a value of 9.4. The obtained analytical 
curves, with and without preconcentration, are shown in Figure 2S 
(see Supplementary Material). 

The analytical curve prepared with Gd preconcentration using 
cloud point extraction presented a correlation coefficient (r) of 
0.9993. The sensitivity was given by an angular coefficient of 
2.62 L mg-1. The limits of detection (LoD) and quantification (LoQ) 
were obtained as 3×SD and 10×SD divided by the slope of the line 
equation obtained from the external analytical curve, considering the 
standard deviation (SD) of ten measurements of the absorbance of a 
blank solution,31 resulting in values of 1.0 and 3.2 µg L-1, respectively. 
This LoD was similar to the value of 0.91 µg L-1 obtained in an earlier 
study by Silva et al.,3 who developed a new molecular absorption 
spectrometry method for the determination of Gd3+ in urine, based 
on the formation of complexes with 2-(3,5-dichloro-2-pyridylazo)-
5-dimethylaminophenol. However, in contrast to the earlier method, 
in the present case, it was not necessary to use a cation exchange 
column and a chromatographic procedure to remove Ca2+ and other 
possible concomitants present in the sample. 

In another work, Khalifa et al.28 developed a method for 
gadolinium determination using CPE and detection by ICP 
OES. Although the obtained values of LoD and LoQ, 0.03 and 
0.11 μg L−1 respectively, were more sensitive than those obtained 
in our methodology, they used a high-cost instrumentation for both 
acquisition and maintenance. A comparison is presented in Table 4.

Accuracy, precision, and tap water analysis

The proposed analytical method was applied to the analysis of tap 
water, using potassium cyanide to mask the interfering ions present 
in the samples. Addition and recovery tests were performed using 
concentration levels of 10 and 100 µg L-1, resulting in recoveries of 

Table 2. Matrix of Doehlert design with coded (in parentheses) and real values, 
and corresponding absorbances

Experiment
Triton X-114 
concentration 

(% m v-1) 

PAN 
concentration 

(mg L-1)

Absorbance 
(at 556 nm)

1 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.224

2 (+1) 0.05 (0) 2.0 0.296

3 (0.5) 0.04 (0.866) 3.0 0.364

4 (-1) 0.01 (0) 2.0 0.016

5 (-0.5) 0.02 (-0.866) 1.0 0.005

6 (0.5) 0.04 (-0.866) 1.0 0.114

7 (-0.5) 0.02 (0.866) 3.0 0.201

8 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.305

9 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.333

10 (0) 0.03 (0) 2.0 0.283

Table 3. Results obtained by application of analysis of variance (ANOVA) to Triton X-114 and PAN variables using Doehlert design

Parameters SS df MS F-value p-value

PAN concentration (mol L-1) (L) 5.77×10-2 1 5.77×10-2 26.94 1.39 ×10-2

PAN concentration (mol L-1) (Q) 2.26×10-2 1 2.26×10-2 10.56 4.75×10-2

Surfactant concentration (% m v-1) (L) 4.97×10-2 1 5.97×10-2 23.22 1.70×10-2

Surfactant concentration (% m v-1) (Q) 1.62×10-2 1 1.62×10-2 7.57 7.07×10-2

Lack of fit 7.40×10-4 2 3.70×10-4 0.17 8.50×10-1

Pure error 6.42×10-3 3 2.14×10-3

Total SS 1.50×10-1 9

SS = sum of squares // df = degrees of freedom // MS = mean of squares // L = linear // Q = quadratic.

Figure 3. Contour curves for the Doehlert design
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98.4 ± 2.3% and 85.9 ± 2.7%, respectively. The precision values, 
expressed as relative standard deviation (RSD), were 2.3% for 
10 µg L-1 and 2.7% for 100 µg L-1, showing that the proposed analytical 
method provides accurate and precise quantitative analysis. The 
concentration of Gd in tap water was below the LoQ (<3.2 µg L-1) 
for the proposed methodology.

Determination of Gd in contrast pharmaceuticals 

The contrast agent solutions A and B (containing 75.8 g L-1 Gd, 
according to the manufacturer, as stated on the label) were digested 
using the procedure described in Section 2.6, followed by cloud point 
extraction and determination of Gd. The recovery values were 88.1 
± 7.5% for solution A and 78.3 ± 3.6% for solution B, relative to 
the theoretical concentrations, informed in the label of the contrast 
agent flask.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple, sensitive, accurate, precise, and low-cost methodology 
was developed for the determination of Gd using cloud point 
extraction (CPE) and detection by UV-Vis molecular absorption 
spectrophotometry. This method does not require the use of 
expensive organic solvents and is simpler when compared to other 
methodologies.

The use of experimental designs enabled optimization of the 
significant variables of the preconcentration employing CPE. Data 
from experiments and theoretical calculations presented a good 
agreement, and the model could be used to describe the behavior of 
the chemical system. 

The proposed analytical method was applied to analyses of 
tap water and contrast agents, demonstrating its suitability for the 
determination of Gd in environmental and pharmaceutical samples. 
The results showed that CPE is a viable option for Gd determination 
using UV-Vis molecular absorption spectrometry, with an enrichment 
factor of 9.4.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary data are available free of charge at http://
quimicanova.sbq.org.br as PDF file.
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